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What do Kate Middleton (picture), Kanye West (picture), Taylor Swift (picture), Brad Pitt (picture), Rihanna 

(picture) and Johnny Depp (picture) all have in common? According to People Magazine, they’re all A-list celebrities.  

  Did you know that God has an A-list? He also has a Blacklist and that’s what we want to talk about today, God’s A-list 

and Blacklist. Please turn in your Bibles to Luke 6:20-26 (p. 862).  

  What gets you on Hollywood’s A-list are all the things that we value in America? Money, fame, attractiveness, talent, 

etc. But that’s not what gets you on God’s A-list. If we stop and think about what Jesus is saying, this is shocking stuff? I 

mean, what do most Americans want? What are they living for? Riches, lots of stuff, fun and laughter, popularity and 

fame but Jesus pronounces a “woe” on all that. What do most of us dodge – poverty, hunger, sadness, being hated – the 

very things that Jesus says are blessed.  

  Jesus is teaching something as alien to our thinking as the rational of a suicide bomber – that it will earn him a place in 

Paradise; that he’s a martyr for Allah and has 72 virgins waiting for him. And we say that’s nuts, but when we hear what 

Jesus says makes an A-list disciple, if we’re really honest, we’re probably thinking “that’s nuts!”  

  Jesus teaches His disciples that everything the world says is to be prized is worthless and what the world detests is to be 

prized. It’s a total reversal, the complete opposite of how we think. The challenge of the beatitudes is: “Will you be 

blessed in the world’s way, or in Christ’s way?” Will you focus and live for what is temporal, doesn’t satisfy and is 

dying? Or will you live for that which really matters, satisfies and lasts forever?  

  What Jesus teaches has value is foreign to us. It reminds me of a short story by Spanish writer, Carmen Corde, that tells 

of a young woman who gives birth to a blind son. “I do not want my child to know that he is blind” she informs family 

and neighbors, forbidding anyone to use words like light or color or sight. So the boy grows up unaware of his blindness 

until one day a strange girl jumps over the fence of the garden and spoils everything by using all the forbidden words. 

His world shatters in the face of this unimagined reality. Jesus is like this strange girl who brings a message from the 

outside. He brings rumors of a world beyond this one, of one that lasts forever, of a loving God who’s working out His 

plan in the chaos of this planet. But like the girl in Carmen Corde’s story, the news isn’t welcomed.  

  For most, this is familiar material. Luke presents a condensed account of the Sermon on the Mount which Matthew 5-7 

records in more detail. Both are a summarization of what Jesus said. It probably was more like a several day conference 

with people coming from all over to hear Jesus. Since synagogues only could accommodate less than fifty people and 

Jesus is drawing crowds of thousands, He had to preach in the open air.  

  Matthew’s longer account can be read in about ten minutes. Luke’s takes about two minutes. Obviously, Jesus preached 

a lot longer than that. 

  It’s probably not the same sermon. It’s foundational truth that Jesus shared on a number of occasions when He 

preached. The settings are different. Matthew’s is on a mountain. Luke’s is on a “level place” or plain.  Matthew is three 

long chapters. Luke is only one and takes up the remainder of chapter six. Matthew records nine beatitudes, Luke has 

four. Luke’s don’t focus on the positives, “blessed are the pure in heart” that we find in Matthew. These woes are only 

found in Luke. Luke presents a separate sermon, preached on a different occasion, with a distinct spiritual intent. Before 

we study the text… 

 

1. Some vital foundational material. We need to do some spade work and lay a foundation before we move into the 

text itself. So let me suggest… 

  a. This sermon is for those who have trusted Christ as Savior. Some believe that what we have here is the New 

Testament ethic and by following this, we are assured of heaven. It’s not. There is only one way to heaven. Jesus said, “I 

am the way” (John 14:6). The Bible says, “not by works” (Ephesians 2:9). “Doing the right things” doesn’t get anyone 

into heaven.  

  This was for His followers, the disciples, verse 20, “And Jesus lifted up His eyes on His disciples, and said…” That 

clearly indicates that the sermon was for His followers—the Twelve that He’d just chosen and His disciples. It wasn’t 

directed to the crowds, though they’re welcome to listen. The direct second person plural, “Blessed are you,” addresses 

His disciples. 

  What we have here then is a profile of what a disciple is to be – poor, hungry, sorrowful, rejected. The “woes” though 

are intended as a warning to the crowd in general and outsiders.  

  This sermon is not the Gospel. No one goes to heaven by following the Sermon on the Mount. Some treat the 

Beatitudes in the New Testament as they do the Ten Commandments in the Old. That by obeying them, one can work 

their way into heaven. Yet, dead sinners can’t obey God and must first be born again and receive God’s spiritual life 

(John 3:1-7, 36). 



  We can learn from Martin Luther, (picture) who in his pre-converted days knew a great deal about trying to work his 

way into heaven. He said of the Sermon on the Mount, “Christ is saying nothing in this sermon about how we become 

Christians, but only about the works and fruit that no one can do unless he already is a Christian and in a state of 

grace.”  

  b. Blessings are not happiness, woes are not judgement. These blessings and woes remind us of the curses and 

blessings from the book of Deuteronomy (chapters 27-28) between Yahweh and the nation of Israel under the old 

covenant.  

  Each of us falls into one of these two categories. There’s no middle ground. The blessings are descriptions of those God 

commends, the right way of life. The woes are what He rejects, the way to be avoided, as well as the outcome of those 

choices. Jesus is juxtaposing two categories of humanity: those who receive a blessing and those who receive a woe. He 

inverts the entire paradigm of what has value in His Kingdom. It’s a Christian counter-culture.  

  Jesus is making a critical distinction between happiness and blessedness. One of the great problems in the United States 

is that we’re a nation built on the pursuit of happiness rather than the pursuit of blessedness. Happiness is contingent on 

circumstance, blessedness is contingent on God. Happiness is temporary, it comes and goes, whereas blessedness is 

permanent because God is the same, yesterday, today, and forever. He’s always gracious, compassionate, and good.  

  The word woe is a word of lamentation, not one of judgement. It means something like “how terrible” or “alas.” It’s an 

expression of deep regret. Jesus, like any good preacher, is warning His hearers of the tragedy of people living their own 

way rather than God’s, which is the way of blessedness.  

  In other words, for those whose identity is rooted in this world and what it has to offer, this is as close to heaven as 

they’ll ever get. For those whose identity is rooted in Jesus as their King and their citizenship is in His kingdom, this is 

as close to hell as they’ll ever get. For those that have this as their heaven, woe to them because hell awaits them. For 

those that belong to Jesus, this is our hell, and we’re blessed because it only gets better after this. 

 

2. Only those who live for true wealth are blessed, “Blessed are you who are poor, for yours is the kingdom of 

God…But woe to you who are rich, for you have received your consolation” (vss. 20 & 24). Someone who only has the 

wealth of this world is a very poor person. Yet, Jesus isn’t teaching that those who are poor are more righteous than those 

who are rich because there are some unrighteous ways to be poor. For example, you can be poor because you’re lazy. 

You refuse to work. The Bible calls that person a sluggard in Proverbs. If someone won’t work, he shouldn’t eat. If 

someone is poor because they’re lazy, they’re not blessed. Woe to them!  

  Unfortunately, some think that the best way to measure God’s blessing is by looking at someone’s bank account. It’s 

the heresy of prosperity gospel. In some African churches, a man isn’t considered ready for pastoral ministry until he 

becomes wealthy. Otherwise, the rational is, how will anyone know that he has God’s blessing? But it’s not just in the 

Third World. In America we’re endlessly bombarded with health and wealth preaching.  

  Back then, like today, many thought that if their circumstances changed, they’d be happy and fulfilled, that if they only 

had more money, they’d be blessed. Did that thought cross your mind this past week, that if you just had a little more 

money, you’d be happy? Jesus is teaching that what we need isn’t a change in our circumstances, what we need a change 

in is our relationship to God, and then our outlook on life.  

  The poorest people you will ever meet are those who only have money. There is nothing wrong with being rich but it 

can be spiritually dangerous. Often those who are rich don’t sense their desperate need for God.  

  The terms here are primarily spiritual, in that Jesus did not come to offer Himself on the cross, to deliver men from 

physical poverty, He came to deliver sinners from something much worse, spiritual poverty.  

  “Blessed are you who are poor” refers to those who recognize that the greatest need in life is spiritual, not material. 

Rather than pursuing a life of accumulating this world’s goods, they’ve recognized their spiritual poverty before God and 

have come to Him, often at the expense of worldly success. 

  “Woe to you who are rich, for you are receiving your comfort in full” isn’t condemning wealth. It refers to fools that 

are living as if this world is all there is. They’re not rich toward God. They’re not laying up treasures in heaven (Luke 

12:21). They’re foolishly living for pleasure and comfort, and are relying on themselves to gain these things. In light of 

eternity, it’s a stupid way to live. It’s only when you come to terms with the reality that you’re spiritually bankrupt that 

you can even be saved. It is only then that God pours out on you all of the riches that are in Christ Jesus.  

  What are you depending on for your salvation? If you were to stand before God today and He were to ask you why you 

should be allowed into heaven, to what would you point? If your answer has anything to do with your own goodness and 

spiritual worth, you’re lost. The only one who ever gets to heaven is the one who realizes that he/she doesn’t deserve to 

be there.  

  Jesus Christ didn’t come to save good people. He came to save the lost. You can only find His true happiness and 

blessings when you come to understand that you’re spiritually bankrupt. Jesus is saying, “Happy is the man who is 



spiritually destitute, who has come and pled for mercy, because it is that kind of man who enters the kingdom of 

heaven.”  

 

3. Only those who live for the eternal will be satisfied, “Blessed are you who are hungry now, for you shall be 

satisfied…Woe to you who are full now, for you shall be hungry” (vss. 21a & 25a). An old French proverb that says, “A 

good meal ought to begin with hunger.” Remember what your Momma used to say, “Don’t snack before dinner or you’ll 

spoil your appetite.” It’s hard to enjoy a good meal if you’re not hungry. But when you’re starving, anything…even 

macaroni and cheese tastes good! But what’s the worst thing for you? Junk food! Why aren’t we hungry spiritually? We 

fill up on spiritual junk food and miss out on God’s blessing. If you went on a spiritual diet, what one thing that if you 

cut out or limited, would give you more time to feast on God’s Word and spend time with Him?   

  Hunger was a bane in Jesus’ day. Many considered themselves blessed if they ate meat once a week. For many of the 

poor, it was a fine line between healthy hunger and starvation. When Jesus said, “Blessed are you who hunger now,” He 

wasn’t saying that there’s any happiness in our bodies painfully aching for food year after year. There’s no way that the 

starving children of Africa with their pot bellies and shrunken faces are blessed by being without food. It’s not physical 

hunger for food that Jesus is talking about but a hunger for God, a hunger for spiritual things, for righteousness and a 

hunger for salvation. The blessed person is one who longs for God, as greatly as a hungry man longs for food.  

  Jesus is opening up again those themes we find in the Old Testament. Psalm 42, “As the deer pants for streams of 

water, so my soul pants for you, O God. My soul thirsts for God, for the living God. When can I go and meet with God?” 

Or in the opening words of Psalm 63, “God, you are my God, earnestly I seek You; my soul thirsts for You, my body 

longs for You, in a dry and weary land where there is no water.” 

  Puritan, Thomas Watson (picture) said of this verse, “If a friend invites guests to his table he doesn’t expect them to 

bring money for their dinner, only that they come with an appetite.” Paul expressed that spiritual appetite, “that I may 

know Him” (Philippians 3:10). It’s spiritual hunger.  

  We were designed with a spiritual hunger, an unfulfilled longing for eternity, a desperate craving for the love that’s at 

the heart of the universe. Only God can satisfy that longing. That’s why Jesus promised His faithful followers that they 

will be filled. We will only find our satisfaction in Him.  

 

4. Only those who live with a sense of sobriety will laugh. “Blessed are you who weep now, for you shall laugh…Woe 

to you who laugh now, for you shall mourn and weep” (vss. 21b & 25b). This isn’t “blessed are those who cry during 

chick flicks”, or “blessed are the very sensitive.”  

  Tragically, ours is a world that laughs at the perverse. Recently, the Laugh Factory, a famous comedy clubs in 

California, was at the center of a debate about the appropriateness of rape jokes. How is that even funny? Our obscene 

world jokes about tragedies, like plane crashes or terrorist bombs. Woe to you who laugh now!  

  As those who are called to be holy, we should be repulsed by much of what’s passed off as humor today. While I can 

ignore sophomoric flatulence jokes, it’s a rare comedy TV show or movie that’s not nearly pornographic. Our world 

must guffaw to silence the heart’s questions about the spiritual and eternal. It intoxicates itself with a loud laugh track to 

silence a throbbing conscience.  

  Jesus statement isn’t an attack on humor. Nor is He suggesting, “Blessed are grim, sour, cheerless Christians” though 

some believers seem to have interpreted it that way. Apparently, author, Robert Louis Stevenson (picture), author of 

such famous novels as Kidnapped and Treasure Island, knew some churches and preachers like that. Stevenson once 

wrote in his diary, “I’ve been to church today and am not depressed.” Jesus certainly isn’t pronouncing a blessing on a 

dismal disposition.  

  Actually, humor was created by God. It’s vital for a healthy life. Solomon said that “a cheerful heart is good medicine” 

(Proverbs 17:22). Abraham Lincoln said, “If I did not laugh, I would die.” Christians shouldn’t discourage laughter or 

surrender what God created to a perverse world.  

  What Jesus assaults is superficial, shallow, raucous laughter, an inability to weep at the right things and the ability to 

laugh at the wrong things. Spiritual sorrow comes from a growing awareness of sin. The Word of God takes sin very 

seriously and so must we. Sin is the transgression of the Law (1 John 3:4). “Transgression” means to miss the mark. 

Every single person has missed it. We’ve all violated God’s commandments.  

  So we now weep over our sin. We weep over a sin contaminated world. We weep for the lost, praying that God will 

rescue them. We weep for those who suffer, grieving over sickness, loss, natural disasters, and social injustices that 

happen every day. There are times when life is so full of sorrow that we wonder if we’ll ever laugh again.  

  Yet, as we weep, we hold on to this promise, godly sorrow will turn to joy. One day God will take away our sinful 

nature and we’ll never sin again. One day God will right every wrong. One day He’ll gather His people into His eternal 

city and all sorrows will end forever. What laughter will ring through heaven then! As we stand on the streets of gold 



before His throne, we’ll burst into the everlasting laughter of joy. And the ones who will laugh the loudest and hardest 

will be the ones who suffered the most for their faith.  

 

5. Only those who live for an audience of One will be rewarded, “Blessed are you when people hate you and when 

they exclude you and revile you and spurn your name as evil, on account of the Son of Man!” (vss. 22). Here we have the 

longest of the beatitudes. But why are we hated?  

  This isn’t talking about being hated because of offensive or crude behavior on our part. Those who persist in 

unmannerly conduct are eventually going to suffer for it. If you don’t use deodorant, don’t claim persecution because no 

one wants to sit next to you. If you’re rude to your employees or disrespectful of your boss, don’t be surprised at finding 

yourself ostracized. That’s not the kind of hatred Jesus has in mind.  

  Jesus isn’t referring to people who suffer because they’re lazy and arrive late, leave early, don’t work hard, criticize 

others, bend the rules, and in general don’t do a good job. In that case, it doesn’t matter whether you’re a Christian or 

not. If you behave like that you’ll be hated because other people have to do what you’re failing to do. You’re thinking 

that you’re being persecuted because you’re standing for the faith, while the truth is that you’re being persecuted because 

you’re obnoxious. You may think you’re being persecuted for Jesus, but it’s really because you’re rude and obnoxious. 

  That’s not what Jesus is talking about. Missionaries tell us that their people feel sorry for American Christians, whose 

idea of persecution is having a friend mocking them if they share their faith with them. We think we’re a suffering 

martyr if the power goes off for an hour!  

  Some of our brothers and sisters are truly suffering. There have been more than 26 million documented cases of 

martyrdom in this century alone. More than 200 million Christians in over 60 nations face persecution each day, 60% of 

these are children. Today Christians are the most persecuted group in the world. And it’s on the rise because of the 

expansion of Islamic and Hindu extremism, and an anti-Christ spirit prevalent throughout the world. Essentially, Jesus is 

saying that we’ll live out the lyrics of Paul Simon’s song, Blessed: “Blessed are the sat upon, spat upon, ratted on.”  

  Rejection of disciples is described by four verbs that depict a gradual heightening of opposition. In a rather paradoxical 

promise, Jesus said that hostility will bring blessing. But first, we must suffer…  

  First, there is hatred. In America, religious allegiance is usually a private affair. In the ancient world and in many non-

Western cultures today, one’s religious convictions are a major part of your identity. So how one views and treats a 

person is interrelated to their religious affiliation. For a disciple to align with Jesus often results in hatred.  

  Then, there is exclusion. You don’t belong. You can never be a part of the in-group. You don’t get invited to go out 

after work or the Super Bowl party. It can be particularly tough for a teen who’s a Christian to be excluded from groups 

he or she would love to be a part of. 

  Next, there are insults. The word means “to cast into the teeth,” as in “hurling an insult.” Christians can expect to be 

made the butt of some jokes and cynicism. They’ll dub you “Holy Joe” or “Preacher.” They talk behind your back or 

there’s the insult of smug silence. 

  Finally, there’s rejection. It’s similar to exclusion. Usually, it has to do with problems in your family if you become a 

Christian. If you come from a Jewish or a Muslim home, and confess Jesus Christ as the Son of God, you’ll probably be 

rejected by your family. Sometimes you’re persecuted. In some cases, you must flee for your life and take a new identity. 

The family may hold a funeral service and mourn for you as one who’s died. They’re act as if you’re no longer living for 

the rest of your days. 

  We all like to be liked. Proverbs 29:25 says the fear of man is a snare, it’s a trap. If you live for the approval of others, 

that they speak well of you, approve of you, whether it’s your parents, friends or coworkers, it’s a trap.  

  Now if they’re godly people who are encouraging you towards Jesus, it can be a good thing. But if they’re wanting you 

to please them and live for them, so that they’ll accept and praise you, it’s a snare.  

  In the beginning of the book of Proverbs, it says that the fear of the Lord is the beginning of wisdom. So the answer is 

you live for God’s fame, you live for God’s name, you live for God’s glory, and you live for God’s approval. Your 

whole life is lived before an audience of one.  

  But if you succumb to the pressure, Jesus says, “Woe to you who care what others think about you, say about you, and 

blog about you, Twitter about you, and Facebook about you.” Because it doesn’t matter what anyone says, if the Father 

is pleased with you. Then, you’re secure and your identity is rooted in His affection, not your performance and not the 

votes of others. 

  Jesus promised His disciples three things – that they’d be completely fearless, absurdly happy and in constant trouble. 

Or, as G. K. Chesterton (picture), who’s convictions constantly got him into trouble once said, “I like getting into hot 

water. It keeps you clean!”  

 



6. Only those who live for the real world will celebrate, “Rejoice in that day, and leap for joy, for behold, your reward 

is great in heaven; for so their fathers did to the prophets…Woe to you, when all people speak well of you, for so their 

fathers did to the false prophets” (vss. 23 & 26). This is the only beatitude that’s also a command – Rejoice!  

  The paradox of rejection being a cause of joy and congratulation is explained by two clauses, one looking forward and 

the other looking backward. We look forward to a heavenly reward yet we also look back and see that this has been the 

consistent experience of all those who have stood for God through the ages, “the prophets.” The Old Testament is full of 

examples, like Elijah, Elisha and Jeremiah. As Savonarola said, “A Christians life consists in trial and distress, doing 

good and suffering evil.”  

  When Jesus blesses those who are hated, excluded, insulted and rejected because of the Son of Man, He’s comparing 

their treatment to what the godly prophets endured. The reason for their ill treatment is they stood for God’s truth and 

righteousness at different times in history. The wicked, particularly religious hypocrites, hate that. Because of 

persecution, Jesus’ disciples, who are so mistreated, should rejoice, leaping for joy because they know they have great 

rewards in heaven.  

  Think of it! Just a brief life, one that goes by in a flash and then – heaven in all its joy and peace and glory, new 

heavens and a new earth, a reward beyond word, a reward for all the pain. Maybe you were burned at the stake, torn 

apart by wild animals to excite a vast screaming audience. You’d been stabbed many times and your throat being cut was 

captured on video and your murder was shown around the world – just like those three Christians working for the Bible 

Society in Turkey. But now what a change, “great is your reward in heaven” (vs. 23). “Well done good and faithful 

servant.” The angels express their joy. All the saints from the ages delight in your company and you’re safe in the arms 

of Jesus for ever and ever. 

  Christians are often accused of being otherworldly. Detractors say that they endure pain now only by pinning their 

hopes on “pie in the sky when you die by and by.” Amen! That caricature has some merit.  

  The world's general view is, "I want it now." Ours is an instant culture, a credit culture that mails out millions of 

unsolicited credit cards with the message, "Buy now, pay later." Yet, the Bible teaches a worldview completely opposite 

to "more now." It’s not materialistic but spiritual in its focus: “For our light and momentary troubles are achieving for 

us an eternal glory that far outweighs them all. So we fix our eyes not on what is seen, but on what is unseen. For what is 

seen is temporary, but what is unseen is eternal” (2 Cor. 4:17-18). “We live by faith, not by sight” (2 Corinthians 5:7). 

What Jesus is teaching in the blessings and woes is a radical corrective to this world materialism as a lifestyle and a 

worldview. 

  “Woe to you when all men speak well of you, for that is how their fathers treated the false prophets.” The desire to be 

liked is so strong. Our children long to be liked. Teens ache to be loved. And we adults still struggle with rejection. Jesus 

makes it extremely clear in this passage that if we’re seeking popularity and acceptance then we may be severely 

deceived. 

  Then, He goes back to the prophets in Israel's national life. Jeremiah's was branded a traitor. Ezekiel was accused of 

being a false prophet. Daniel was thrown in a lion's den. Many prophets were killed when they faithfully did and said 

what God told them to. Being a prophet was never easy, but God honored those who spoke His words at great personal 

risk. Prophets and those who suffer for Him have a place of high honor in the Kingdom of God.  

 

Conclusion: In New York City, there are eight million cats and eleven million dogs. New York City is basically just 

concrete and steel, so when you have a pet in New York City and it dies, you can’t just go out in the back yard and bury 

it. City authorities decided that for $50 they’d dispose of your deceased pet for you. But one lady was very enterprising. 

She thought, I can render a service to people in the city and save them money. So she placed an ad in the newspaper that 

said, "When your pet dies, I will come and take care of the carcass for you for $25." Then, this lady would go to the local 

Salvation Army and buy an old suitcase for two dollars. When someone would call about his or her pet, she’d go to the 

home and put the deceased pet in the suitcase. She’d then take a ride on the subway, where there are lots of thieves. 

She’d set the suitcase down and act like she wasn’t watching. A thief would eventually steal her suitcase. She’d look up 

and say, "Wait. Stop. Thief." Boy, did the people who stole those suitcases got a real surprise when they got home.  

  A lot of us are like those New York thieves. We’re chasing after happiness. We grab what we think will give us 

happiness; however, when we get it, it doesn’t deliver. 

  By pronouncing these blessings and woes, Jesus was doing something that Puritan preachers used to call “dividing the 

audience.” In other words, Jesus was putting His listeners into two categories and in the process, He was forcing them to 

choose what kind of life that they wanted to lead. There are only two kinds of people, those on God’s A-list or on His 

Blacklist.  
  You and I have to make the same choice. Do I want God’s blessing, or do I want to follow the way of this temporal 

world, with all of the woe it will bring in the end? Which kind of life am I leading right now?  



  One way to answer these questions is to look at Luke 6 and see which list comes closest to describing the way we’re 

living. Are we willing to be poor, sad and persecuted for Jesus? Or, are we trying to be rich, happy and popular? We say 

that we want the world to know Christ, but often we spend our time trying to be more like the world. Nobody wants to be 

poor. Nobody wants to be hungry. Nobody wants to be full of sorrow. Nobody wants to be rejected.  

  But we have a Savior who was poor and hungry—a man of sorrows who was rejected unto death for our salvation. Is 

that your salvation? Do you know Jesus? Are you heaven bound? Have you come to the place where you’ve confessed to 

God that you’re spiritually bankrupt? That if Jesus does not rescue you with the riches of His shed blood and 

righteousness, then you will be poor for all eternity without Him? 

  What are you living for? Where’s your focus? This temporal world or the real world, God’s eternal world?  

 

 


